Infor Lawson Close Management

Improve your close cycle
Organizations like yours often get squeezed for time at
the end of the month, quarter, or fiscal year, because
you have to efficiently complete many highly
coordinated tasks associated with the extended
financial close process. To manage this, organizations
typically use multiple manual processes such as Excel®
spreadsheets, emails, and phone calls, which can be
time-consuming, substantially slow down the process,
and often introduce errors.
To reduce the time of the extended financial close
process and still meet audit, compliance, and
regulatory requirements, you need an automated close
management solution.

Streamline your workflow
Join more than 25,000 customers worldwide who take
advantage of Infor® financial solutions to help improve
company performance. With Infor Lawson® Close
Management—an easy-to-use, task-based, continuous
process improvement system—you can get full control
over your financial close cycles and streamline your
workflow. You’ll be able to reduce time, errors, risks,
and costs, because the system identifies bottlenecks
and issues, captures key metrics and measures, allows
information to flow freely and rapidly, and maintains an
audit trail.

Define your close process
You can produce financial and regulatory reporting in a
timely manner—while ensuring accuracy and
compliance auditability—with Infor Lawson Close
Management, which gives you a complete view of
relevant data in a collaborative environment.
You’ll get the tools you need to define your company’s
close process so you can make the system work the
way you want it to work.

Better track and manage all financial
close cycle tasks—including task
dependencies and approvals—with
Infor Lawson Close Management.

You’ll be able to:
• Schedule, monitor, and manage a single close
process across your entire organization.
• Specify whether a task is performed monthly,
quarterly, or annually.
• Assign a task to an owner or team.
• Track tasks by start date, due date, and level of
effort required to complete them.
• Monitor tasks by status, including scheduled,
in-process, pending approval, closed, and voided.
• Store supporting and required documentation,
including task standard procedures and supporting
subsystem reports.
• Analyze and measure performance, including
metrics by period, process, sub-process, task
owner, and team.
With Infor Lawson Close Management, you’ll:
• Get faster access to financial information.
• Put corporate information at your fingertips, so you
can improve governance and boost your company’s
reputation.
• Have additional time for analysis, resulting in more
time for explanatory notes and review.
• Improve control systems, leading to fewer errors,
more controls, and fewer audit findings.

Close faster
You can manage all financial close cycle tasks—including
task dependencies and approvals—with Infor Lawson
Close Management.
You’ll be better able to manage the extended financial
close process, produce financial and regulatory reporting
in a timely manner, ensure compliance auditability and
accuracy, and ultimately complete the close
process faster.

Produce financial and regulatory
reporting in a timely manner—while
ensuring accuracy and compliance
auditability—with Infor Lawson Close
Management.
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Infor is fundamentally changing the way information is published and consumed in the enterprise, helping 70,000
customers in 194 countries improve operations, drive growth, and quickly adapt to changes in business demands. To learn
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